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Andersen Matting
For GREENER BUILDINGS


      


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


             


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


The best performing entrance mats provide a safe, 
effective, and attractive surface.  These are the features 
of an Andersen WaterHogÒ entrance mat.   


1. Soil and moisture control are provided by the permanent 
rubber reinforced bi-level construction with a durable 
textile face.  Soil and water are scraped off and held by 
the mat away from foot traffic.   


2. Safety is provided by a water dam around the 
perimeter to prevent water seepage onto the 
surrounding floor thereby protecting against 
slip/fall accidents   


3. WaterHogÒ mats are the toughest, most attractive mats 
available.  With a variety of product types and an 
extensive array of sizes and colors, they are an integral 
part of a Green Building entrance. 
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Bi-level Construction    Gripper Base    Rubber Reinforcement     Water Dam 
 


CROSS SECTION OF WATERHOGÒ MAT 
CONSTRUCTION 


HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH? 


85% of the soil brought into any building can be 
contained within the first 10 to 15 feet. 
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LEED-EB and GREEN CLEANING 


Cleaning Policy


1
Pest 


Management


2
Cleaning 


Equipment


1


Green Cleaning 


Total Points


14


Requirements:


Utilize over the performance period 


entryway systems (grills, grates, mats, 


etc.) to reduce the amount of dirt, dust, 


pollen, and other particles entering the 


building at all entryways, and develop the 


associated cleaning strategies to maintain 


those entryway systems as well as the 


exterior walkways.


Green Site & 


Exterior 


Management


Sustainable 


Cleaning Products 


& Materials


Entryway 


Systems              


& Mats


2 3 1


Recycling Janitorial Closet


3 1


A Number of LEED Platinum Certified Buildings Throughout The United States 
are using Andersen Products.


LEED-EB and Green Cleaning


14 16 22 5 23 5 85


Certification 


Levels
Certified:     32-39 points      Silver:     40-47 points       Gold:     48-63 points        Platinum:     64-85 points


Sustainable 


Sites                 


Max 14 pts.


Materials & 


Resources          


Max 16 pts.


Indoor 


Environmental 


Quality                                  


Max 22 pts.


Water 


Efficiency                    


Max 5 pts.


Energy & 


Atmosphere            


Max 23 pts.


Innovation                                


Max 5 pts.
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The first line of defense in an integrated 
green cleaning and maintenance program.


Andersen Matting
For GREENER BUILDINGS


the andersen company
ANDERSEN MATS WORK ANYWHERE YOU DO


mats that enhance Green Buildings


Green Cleaning and Green Buildings 
are not “fads”, they represent a serious 
approach to improving the quality of our 
indoor environment while protecting the 
outdoor environment.


The LEED program has been 
embraced by over 2000 companies and 
organizations, from those on the Fortune 
100 list to various federal, state, and local 
government agencies.


The Environmental Protection Agency has 
developed a green purchasing guideline 
for use by government agencies, and 
the GSA has added improvements to 
the indoor environmental quality of all its 
buildings to its strategic objectives.


The Andersen Company is proud to 
be a part of these efforts through its 
participation in the US Green Building 
Council. For more information about 
Green Cleaning and opportunities for 
your organization, please visit us at 
www.andersenco.com.


Printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper.
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PROTECTING WHAT IS IMPORTANT
Building managers and maintenance professionals have a responsibility to protect the owners’ 
investment in buildings, grounds, and furnishings. As we learn more about the impacts of 
cleaning on human health, we begin to understand our responsibility to protect the occupants 
and other users of the building as well as the surrounding environment. The Andersen 
Company can help you protect what is important in your business. Andersen mats are designed 
to help stop contaminants before they enter a building, saving cleaning time, labor, and money, 
making your building safer, and helping to prevent slip & falls. Finally, Andersen’s high 
performance entrance mats are manufactured with 100% Rubber Backing with 25% recycled 
content, making them an ideal choice in your Green Building.


A NAME YOU CAN TRUST
Andersen mats are where design and function finally come
together, where quality isn’t compromised to meet a price
point, and where solutions to your maintenance, safety, and
decor needs come first. As a result, all Andersen mats
feature a 100% customer satisfaction warranty
for the life  of the product! 


For over a quarter of a century, Andersen mats
have been synonymous with solution-driven
innovations. Now Andersen continues that
industry leadership as the first matting
company to join the U.S. Green Building
Council.


The USGBC (www.usgbc.org) is a non-profit 
organization of leaders in the building industry, 
dedicated to promoting responsible, profitable, 
and healthy facilities. Member companies find
solutions to create sustainable buildings and to
reduce the environmental 
impact.


mats that enhance green buildings


Green Buildings are designed, 
built, and maintained to protect the 
health and safety of the occupants, 
maximizing their comfort and 
productivity, while minimizing the 
impact on the environment.


Green Cleaning is most simply 
defined as cleaning to protect 
health without harming the 
environment. Green Cleaning 
is a comprehensive approach to 
maintaining a facility; including 
chemicals, equipment, paper, 
supplies, entry way mats and 
procedures that minimize the 
impact of cleaning on human health 
and the environment. 


The Environmental Protection 
Agency estimates that indoor air 
may be 2 to 5 times as polluted 
as the air outside. Other research 
shows that 70% - 80% of the dust, 
dirt, and contaminants that enter 
a building are tracked in from the 
outside on people’s feet.


Green Buildings are simply good 
business. Scientific studies have 
documented productivity increases 
of 0.5% - 7% associated with 
greener indoor office environments. 
If the average cost of salaries and 
benefits is approximately $130 
per square foot, even a slight 
improvement of 1% translates to a 
$1.30 per square foot increase in 
productivity.


CONTROLLING DIRT & COSTS
Over three-quarters of the dust, dirt, and contaminants in a building 
come through the door on people’s feet, damaging carpets, floors, 
and adding to the cost of maintenance. It’s been estimated that one 
square yard of carpet can accumulate a pound or more of dirt in just 
a week. In most buildings, the cost of maintaining the floors is the 
single largest cost of cleaning. Removing a single pound of dirt from 
a building can cost more than $600! An effective matting program can 
not only help protect the occupants of a building, but can also protect 
your bottom line.


PERFORMANCE
The key issue with mats is a mat’s performance life. Andersen’s 
high performance mats made with a permanent bi-level construction 
can have a performance life of many years. Mats without a rubber 
reinforced permanent bi-level construction have a 90 - 180 day 
performance life. To function effectively in a Green Building, these 
low performance mats will need to be replaced more frequently, 
increasing costs and causing disposal issues.


LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (LEED)®


The LEED program is a voluntary, consensus-based national standard 
for developing high performance, sustainable buildings. LEED for 
New Construction (LEED-NC) and LEED for Existing Buildings 
(LEED-EB) certification may be achieved by meeting specific 
standards of design, materials, processes, and procedures.


A key criteria is the control of contaminants entering a building. 
LEED® credits may be achieved by specifying and using the proper 
matting systems inside and outside of all entry ways. It is also 
important to use the proper matting between adjoining areas in a 
facility, for example between a factory plant and office areas.


*LEED is a registered trademark of the US Green Building Council.


BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE


FOUR THINGS AN ENTRANCE MAT 
SHOULD DO


Stop Soil & Water at the Door
Surprisingly, not all mats are 
designed to do this. Waterhog mats 
manufactured by the Andersen 
Company provide a combination 
of scraping and wiping to stop the 
maximum amount of contaminants.


Store Soil & Water for Removal
Waterhog mats are designed for 
maximum storage of soil & water 
and ease of removal when the mat is 
cleaned.


Minimize Tracking of Soil & Water
Waterhog mats accomplish this with 
a permanent rubber re-inforced, bi-
level construction that provides an 
upper surface for walking and a lower 
area to store soil & water for later 
removal.


Provide a Safe Surface
The bottom of all Waterhog mats are 
slip-resistant to minimize movement 
on the floor under traffic. Waterhog 
mats have a unique “water dam” 
border that contains moisture below 
the traffic level to help prevent slip/fall 
incidents. Waterhog rubber backed 
mats provide better slip resistance 
than low performance, vinyl-backed 
mats.


www.andersenco.com  
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Specifications


Face Construction Needle Punched with  Needle Punched with Needle Punched with Needle Punched with
 Rubber Reinforced Rubber Reinforced Rubber Reinforced  Rubber Reinforced
 Face Pattern Face Pattern Face Pattern Face Pattern   
Face Fabric 30 ozs / Sq Yd  30 ozs / Sq Yd 30 ozs / Sq Yd 30 ozs / Sq Yd
 100% Post-Consumer 100% Post-Consumer 100% Post-Consumer 100% Post-Consumer
 Recycled PET Polyester Recycled PET Polyester Recycled PET Polyester Recycled PET Polyester
 Reclaimed from Plastic Reclaimed from Plastic Reclaimed from Plastic Reclaimed from Plastic
 Drink Bottles Drink Bottles Drink Bottles Drink Bottles


Face Pattern Diamond Diamond Herringbone Herringbone
 Diamond with 1/2 Oval Diagonal Herringbone with
 on One End, 2-Ends or Geometric 1/2 Oval on One End
 1/2 Oval Only  or 2-Ends


Backing SBR Rubber with 15% 100% SBR Rubber SBR Rubber with 15% SBR Rubber with 15%
 Post-Consumer Cleated Back Only Post-Consumer Post-Consumer
 Recycled Tires,  Recycled Tires, Recycled Tires,
 Cleated or Smooth Back  Cleated or Smooth Back Smooth Back Only  
Border Rubber Border or N/A Rubber Border or Standard - No Borders
 Fashion Fabric Border  Edging Available Fashion Fabric Custom - Attached
 on Premier for Custom Border on Elite Edging
  Installations
 Fashion Border only  Fashion Border Only
 on Grand Premier  On Grand Elite


Total Thickness 3/8” 1/4” or 7/16” 3/8” 3/8”
 
Total Weight 100 ozs / Sy Yd 1/4” - 137 ozs / Sy Yd 100 ozs / Sy Yd 100 ozs / Sy Yd
  7/16” - 220 ozs / Sy Yd      


Sizes 35”, 45” and 71” Widths 18” x 18” 35”, 45” and 71” Widths 72” x 67’ Rolls
* See Price List for All Sizes In A Wide Range of   In A Wide Range of Custom Sizes Up To
   Lengths to 60’ *  Lengths to 60’ * 12’ x 50’


Flammability Federal Flammability ASTM E648-08  Federal Flammability Federal Flammability
 Standard Critical Radiant Standard Standard
 DOC FF 1-70 Passes Flux - Class II DOC FF 1-70 Passes DOC FF 1-70 Passes
  Federal Flammability
  Standard
  DOC FF 1-70  Passes 


Electrostatic Ansi ESD s7.1 Protection  Ansi ESD s7.1 Protection Ansi ESD s7.1 Protection Ansi ESD s7.1 Protection 
 of Electrostatic Discharge of Electrostatic Discharge of Electrostatic Discharge of Electrostatic Discharge
 of Susceptible Items - of Susceptible Items - of Susceptible Items - of Susceptible Items -
 Anti-Static Anti-Static Anti-Static Anti-Static


Waterhog Eco
Premier and
Grand Premier
Mats


Waterhog Eco
Premier Tile


Waterhog Eco
Elite and
Grand Elite
Mats


Waterhog Eco
Elite Roll Goods


Waterhog Eco Elite Mats 
& Roll Goods


Waterhog Eco Grand Premier 1/2 Oval


Waterhog Eco
Premier Mats


Waterhog Eco Patterns


Black Smoke Southern Pine Khaki MaroonGrey Ash Indigo Chestnut Brown Regal Red


Waterhog Eco Colors


Waterhog Eco Borders


Rubber Border Fashion Border


Printed colors may vary slightly from actual 
products. Please refer to actual samples 


when making final color selection.


Geometric Diamond Diagonal


Waterhog Eco
Grand Elite (1-End)


Waterhog Eco
Grand Premier (1-End)


Waterhog Eco Grand Premier (2-Ends)


Waterhog Eco
Grand Elite (2-Ends)


Waterhog Eco Premier Tile Patterns


One Source For Mats One Source For Mats







The Andersen Company 


is committed to the 


“Green Movement”. Not 


only are we looking for ways 


to increase the content of 


recycled materials in our 


finished products, but we 


are also looking for ways to 


reduce our environmental 


footprint in other areas. 


Over the last several years, 


we have reduced waste 


going to landfills by 80%. 


We currently recycle most 


paper, metal, cardboard, 


plastic, carpet and rubber 


waste that we generate. 


Our boilers are fired with 


“Yellow Grease” which 


burns cleaner than other 


fuels. “Yellow Grease” is 


used cooking oil collected 


from restaurants.


Committed
to Green


High Performance Entry Systems
• Effectively stops damaging dirt and moisture at the door.


•  A rubber reinforced “bi-level” cleaning surface is           
permanently molded into the product.


•  Eliminates crushing of the surface insuring long term 
cleaning effectiveness.


•  Allows dirt and moisture to fall below traffic level until        
it can be removed.


Stop Soil and Water at the Door
•  Approximately 80% of contaminants enter buildings 


through entryways.


•  The ISSA estimates that the cost of removing one pound 
of dirt from a building is $600 or more.


• Waterhog Eco entry systems:


➢ ·  Stop contaminants at the door reducing the cost 
of cleaning labor and the cost and use of chemicals.


➢ · Protects floor surfaces from premature wear.


➢ · Reduce VOC,s (Volatile Organic Compounds).


LEED and Green Cleaning
•  The Green Building Council recognizes that              


high quality entrance systems are an integral part          
of Green Buildings.


•  The Green Building Council’s LEED EB certification 
awards 1 point for the use of these systems. 


•  Waterhog Eco mats are part of the Select Green          
family of environmentally friendly mat products.               
All Select Green mats have recycled content.


Provide Safety
•  Waterhog Eco Entry Systems store water so it           


cannot leak onto the floor and become a slip hazard.


•  Waterhog Eco entry systems are also certified slip         
resistant by the National Floor Safety Institute.


A Name You Can Trust
•  All Andersen products feature a 100%   


Customer Satisfaction Guarantee for        
the life of the product.


This brochure is printed on paper containing 25% recycled content.


Waterhog Eco Entry Mats, 


Tiles and Roll Goods 


are the perfect choice for 


high traffic entryways in 


commercial buildings. 


These products are in use 


every day in airports, hotels 


and motels, schools, retail 


stores, healthcare facilities, 


restaurants, grocery stores, 


plant entrances and office 


buildings. Waterhog Eco 


entry systems are designed 


to give high traffic facilities 


the maximum protection 


against damaging and 


costly dirt and moisture 


as well as protecting them 


from slips and falls.


Waterhog
Eco Mats,
Tiles and
Roll Goods


Waterhog Eco Premier and Grand Premier MatsEco-Friendly Post Consumer Recycled Content Waterhog Eco Premier Tiles


Waterhog Eco Elite and Grand Elite Mats Waterhog Eco Elite Roll Goods


Waterhog Eco high performance entry systems are the most 


ecologically friendly products that The Andersen Company has 


produced to date. The use of PET Polyester fiber derived from 


used plastic drink bottles and rubber reclaimed from used tires 


reduces landfill waste by over 400 tons annually. It also conserves 


the natural resources and energy that would normally be required 


for their production. Every square foot of a Waterhog Eco product 


eliminates 4 - half liter drink bottles from the waste stream so 


when a 3x5 mat is used approximately 60 bottles are recycled.


Mats · Tiles · Roll Goods


Carpet Top:


100% Post 
Consumer 
Recycled PET 
Polyester Fiber 
Reclaimed from 
Drink Bottles


Rubber Backing: 


15% Post 
Consumer 
Recycled 
Rubber 
Reclaimed 
from Tires








SelectGreen Mats


As a leader in the mat industry, The Andersen Company continues to develop mat products to meet the 
ever changing needs of our customers. In recent years there has been an increased interest in green 
cleaning programs and green friendly products. To meet this need, The Andersen Company has taken a 
lead position in the mat market by developing recycled rubber compounds and polypropylene textile top 
surfaces. These products are the most environmentally friendly mats we have ever produced. We have also 
developed educational materials to help customers and end users understand the importance of preventing 
contaminants from entering buildings by using high performance mats at all entryways. 


 


Our SelectGreen Mat


 


classification is designed to further help customers easily determine which Andersen 
mats are environmentally friendly and preferred for green cleaning programs. Simply look for the 


          logo shown below and you can be assured that you are making an environmentally smart 
selection for your green cleaning program.


*Printed on recycled paper


Entrance Mat and Tile Collection
Waterhog Grand Premier
Waterhog Premier
Waterhog Premier Fashion
Waterhog Grand Classic
Waterhog Classic
Waterhog Classic Diamond
Waterhog Fashion
Waterhog Drainable
Waterhog Fashion Diamond
Waterhog Premier Roll Goods
Waterhog Premier Tile
Waterhog Classic Tile
Brush Hog
Safety Scrape
SuperScrape
Waterhog Diamond Cord
Masterpiece Select


Interior Mat Collection
TriGrip
ColorStar Crunch
ColorStar


Logo Mat Collection
Waterhog Impressions Logo Mats
Waterhog Logo Inlay
Waterhog Sculptures
SuperScrape Logo Mats
Classic Impressions Custom Logo Mats on SBR Rubber
ColorStar CompuTuft Custom Logo Mats
MasterWeave Message Mat Collection on Rubber


The Andersen Company recommends the following mats to meet LEED-EB IEQ Credit 10.1 and
LEED-EB MR Credit 2 requirements.


www.andersenco.com800-241-4696


SelectGreen Mat
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